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Dear FRS-Team,
A very eventful year 2019 has passed in which we
received a lot of good news from our subsidiaries
worldwide.
With flexIT we have founded a new start-up on Palma
de Mallorca this summer to support our IT team around
the development of Flexways. The managing directors
of flexIT introduce themselves and the new FRS
subsidiary in this issue of FRS 360°.

The two vessels of RSL in operation

After the management contract between FRS and the
Danish company ÆrøXpressen was signed in February
2019, this winter the ferry service between Marstal on
the Danish island Ærø and Rudkøbing started
successfully. It is operated with a newbuild vessel which
is powered by an environmentally friendly diesel-electric
engine.

In 2019, FRS also has taken further steps in regards to
our corporate social responsibility (CSR) and launched
the program FRS Cares which is being introduced on
page 13 in this issue of FRS 360°.
I would like to thank all of you, the entire FRS-Team
worldwide, for another great year!
We look forward to developing new year 2020 with you
and let’s take the momentum from last year to set new
impulses. Many exciting developments are already in
preparation.
We from the headquarters management are wishing
you all and your families a happy, healthy and
successful New Year!

The arrival of the new vessel for christening

Furthermore, the MS "SyltExpress" has been joined by
a partner-vessel, the MS "RömöExpress", which has
successfully supported the Römö-Sylt Line in Sylt-traffic
since November and we are thus ready for the summer
season of 2020.

FRS – Fast Reliable Seaways
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operations of travel packages to include ferry, hotels,
tours, car hire and other types of transportation.

Start-up Company on Mallorca
Our new subsidiary flexIT introduces themselves

Some of the FRS Group companies already sell travel
packages i.e. ferry plus hotel and/or excursion but they
all use different software technology and are limited by
lack of real time inventory and availability. FlexTravel is
a natural extension to flexWays, it’s about
harmonization of our software technology in order to
extend the possibilities and introduce new market
opportunities and sales channels for its users.

FlexIT Software Engineering S.L.U., the newly created
FRS entity based in Palma de Mallorca is very much
open for business. There are now 7 employees
including Managing Directors Nicholas Belle and Jordi
Puigsegur, with plans to continue team expansion well
into 2020. The team are already very busy with the
development of flexTravel, currently at the design
phase, engaging with other FRS entities to gather
requirements and reviewing partners for hotels, tours
and activities inventory but most importantly getting to
grips with flexWays, the ferry industry and culture within
FRS. We are sure you will all join management in
wishing the flexIT team a very successful future and
fully support them in this new venture for the FRS
Group.

We look forward to working with you all!

You may be wondering why flexIT was formed and why
Mallorca was chosen as its location. FlexIT is an IT
company created to develop group wide software which
is of strategic importance to the company. It will enable
a more unified IT program throughout FRS operating
companies, which will result in efficiencies and cost
savings for all concerned. This will of course give us
more autonomy from third party software supplier
companies and make us less dependent upon them for
our business critical IT. FlexIT and Head Office IT will
work together to ensure a cohesive provision of all IT
services including operations, support, infrastructure,
product management and software development.

Nicholas Belle and Jordi Puigsegur

About Us
Nick has worked in the ferry industry for over 20 years
in both technology and ferry companies with a dual
perspective on both ferry operator and market needs.
His entry into the sector began in 1998 when he took on
a role for a start-up technology company that were
awarded a contract to develop the ecommerce platform
for P&O Stena Line. He then went on to work for P&O
having responsibility for their ecommerce strategy and
online sales program. In 2005 he joined another
technology company that specialized in distribution
technology for the industry sector, initially introducing
ecommerce technology to the company and later on
steering the business as Managing Director. Nick finally
joined FRS in September of this year.

There is more to Mallorca than meets the eye. Yes it is
mainly a hub for the tourism industry with around 300
days of sunshine per year, stunning beaches, scenery
and fantastic food and wine to be the envy of the world
but there is a lesser known fact. Its ecosystem is moving
in the right direction to become a major hub for startups
and global technology companies. Some of the largest
tech companies now either operate here or were
founded here. This makes it an ideal location to seek
talented people which has not yet been fully exploited
to the extent of some other major European cities.

Jordi has more than 20 years’ experience in the IT
industry, always actively involved in software
development projects. In 2002 he joined one of the
largest tourism companies in Spain where for more than
10 years he participated in almost all areas of the
company, from retail agencies to tour operator booking

So what is flexTravel and why do we need it? Firstly, it
is an extension of flexWays, our ferry reservation
system. Secondly, it will support the sales and
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systems. During this time he was part of a digital
transformation program, where he witnessed firsthand
the beginning and later consolidation of online sales
and the necessary evolution of booking systems to
adapt to a new digital age. During the last 4 years he
worked at Hotelbeds Group, one of the largest bed
banks in the world, as Solution Architecture Manager
responsible for the definition and implementation of the
technological platform after the Hotelbeds merger with
Tourico and GTA. Jordi joined FRS in June of this year.
Written by
Nicholas Belle
Managing Director
flexIT Software Engineering S.L.U.
&
Jordi Puigsegur
Managing Director
flexIT Software Engineering S.L.U.
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Christmas traditions in Denmark

On the 1st of December, the families light up the
Kalenderlys which is a candle with twenty-four lines on
it. Each line stands for a day until Christmas. This
means the candle burns down a bit every day until
Christmas. Candles in general are important for the
Danish Christmas, because they give a special
coziness. Additionally, the Danes count the days until
Christmas with other advent calendars. Special for
Denmark is the calendar in television. It is a Christmas
series with twenty-four parts, of which the first one was
already broadcasted on TV in 1962. Similar to many
other countries, they have an advent wreath with four
candles on it. Every advent they light up one more of it
and count the weeks until Christmas. Advent means
the time from the beginning to the end of the
Christmas time.

God jul and merry Christmas! The Danes have some
special Christmas traditions that are different to other
countries.
In Denmark, Christmas time starts in November. Just
like in Germany, almost every city has a Christmas
market with beautiful lights and decorations. The
typical drink on the market is Gløgg, which is a mulled
wine consisting of red wine, aquavit, spices, almonds
and raisins. In small shops, the Christmas shoppers
can buy roasted almonds and other sweets and
snacks.

The traditions in Denmark are endless: a less known,
but sweet tradition is the Julemærke which is the
annual Christmas postage stamp. The first stamp was
already developed in 1904. The income of the sale is
used for charitable purposes.
If you are lucky, you will even find a Julenisse in your
house. It is especially loved by kids. According to
various tales, he tricks the people in the house, for
example by knotting the shoes, moving the chairs or
swapping the socks. According to the myths, he brings
bad luck, if the people in the house are not kind to the
elves. But if people are lovely, the Nisse is too and
brings good luck.

Christmas market in Copenhagen ©VisitDenmark

At this point, a hint for our German and Danish
colleagues: you should visit the Christmas market in
Tønder, a city close to the German border. The city is
decorated beautifully and brings the Christmas feeling
even to the Grinch in your family. But the highlight is
the old pharmacy, Det Gamle Apotek. With 1,200 m2,
three floors and 46 rooms full of Christmas
decorations, everyone can find their favourite piece.
Even after Christmas it is possible to buy Christmas
decorations in the pharmacy as well.
The first Friday in November is J-dag. At 8:59 p.m., the
well known Danish brewery Tuborg releases the
Julebryg, a traditional Christmas beer. The people in
Denmark celebrate this day with a cheerful party. For
most of them, J-dag is the beginning of Christmas
time.

Julenisse ©Dänisches Bettenlager

Another beautiful tradition is the Danish Julefrokost,
which means Christmas Lunch. The Danes have their
Christmas Lunch almost every weekend from the
middle of November until Christmas. It can be a
company Christmas party or lunch with the family,
friends and neighbours. Normally, it is a big buffet with
cold and warm food, but also many courses are
possible. The meal takes a long time with a lot of food
and fun.
FRS – Fast Reliable Seaways

Some people say that he even helps Santa Claus with
the presents. Often Nisse looks a bit like a small
human and wears red and grey clothes. When the
Nisse moves in, some families even build a small door
on the wall for him. Sometimes he even has an own
letterbox, some shoes and other items in front of it.
Also, many families put a bowl with rice pudding for
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him on the attic or in front of the door. With regard to
decorations, the Julenisse is an all-time-favourite. In
Denmark you can find him in various different places
outside and inside the houses.
Apart from the Julenisse, many Danes mention the
typical Julehjerter, the Christmas hearts. They are
handcrafted hearts made out of paper, which are
typically red and white. Many years ago, the Danes
decorated their Christmas tree with the presents for
the children instead of normal decorations like today.
They are used to put small presents such as nuts and
apples in the baskets of the Julehjerte., which is the
origin of this tradition. At the end of this article you will
find an instruction for making your own Julehjerte.

©visitBerlin

Santa Claus is called Julemand and comes from
Greenland. He brings the presents on Christmas Eve.
Our dear colleague Jette from Havneby, Denmark, told
me about a tradition in her family: they go outside with
the kids and search for the Julemand, while someone
puts the presents under the tree. Someone is hiding
and shouting “Ho ho ho” so the children think the
Julemand is there.

The 13th of December is a special day in Denmark, the
Lucia celebration. This tradition is originated in
Sweden which is the day of commemoration of Saint
Lucia. Also, the time of lights begins on this day.
Children with white clothes and candles sing the Lucia
song, in front of them walks Lucia with a wreath out of
candles on her head.

Similar to the German traditions, the Danes also spend
the 1st and 2nd Christmas Day with the whole family.
They eat and drink and have a lot of fun together.

On December 23rd the Danes celebrate Lille Juleaften,
the little Christmas Eve. Together with the family, they
decorate the Christmas tree in red and white and with
real candles. Often one can find Dannebrog, the
Danish flag, on the Christmas tree. On the island
Rømø people go to church on that day.

In general, the people in Denmark have a relaxed way
to celebrate Christmas. Christmas is cosy and has a
special atmosphere, which can be perfectly
summarized in the Danish word julehygge.
If you would like to bring some of the Danish
Christmas flair into your home, you are welcome to
use scissors and paper to create your own Julehjerte.
You will find the instruction on the following page.
Have fun with tinkering together.

In other regions of Denmark, the people go to church
on Christmas Eve, the 24th of December. After that,
most of them watch the Christmas program on TV
together with the family.
Furthermore, the Danish have a delicious meal, often
goose, turkey or duck. This includes red cabbage and
sugared potatoes. The dessert consists of rice pudding
with cherry sauce and it is a tradition that there is a
whole almond in it. The person who finds the almond
in his or her bowl receives a small extra present, such
as marzipan or a small toy for the children.
Traditionally, the family dances around the decorated
Christmas tree while holding hands and singing
Christmas songs on Christmas Eve. A famous
example is På loftet sidder nissen med sin julegrød
which can be translated to “on the attic the Nisse sits
with his Christmas mash”.

FRS – Fast Reliable Seaways
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For making a Julehjerte, you need the following things:
o
o
o
o
o

3. After that, you have to weave the papers into a
heart. In order to do so, you need to put one paper
stripe of the first half of the heart in between the
stripe of the second half. With the next stripe you
do it the other way around until you have your
finished heart.

Paper in red and white
Scissors
Ruler
Glue stick
Pencil

4. Finally you glue a paper strip into the heart for
hanging it up later. You can also put some small
things into your own handmade Julehjerte!

1. At first, you have to cut out two squares and fold
them in the middle. Then, you round off the open
side.

There are various nice versions of these Christmas
hearts. Just look up some other versions on the
internet and decorate your home and Christmas tree
beautifully and Danish!

2. Draw three (or more) lines on the folded papers,
like it is shown on the picture. Next, cut the lines
so that stripes develop.

If you would like to share some of your cultures special
traditions with your colleagues, please send your
suggestion to 360@frs.de.
Thank you!
Written by
Kenja Meewes
Apprentice & Bachelor Student of Business
Administration

FRS – Fast Reliable Seaways
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Home port Flensburg for FRS Windcat
fleet

Particular focus is put on personnel and vessel security
as well as personnel education, which also mirrors the
corporate philosophy of both FRS and Windcat
Workboats. These requirements are also reflected in
the tenders of, for example, power suppliers and other
companies in the wind energy sector. After this change
of flag, FWOL is certain to be at an advantage in
comparison to other CTV operators in regards to safety.

In September and October of this year, the last three
vessels of the Windcat fleet have been reflagged to
Germany. The crew transfer vessels (CTVs) “Windcat
28”, “Windcat 34”, and “Windcat 35” can now call
Flensburg their port of registry. In the following, it will be
explained why FWOL decided to change flag and how
a flag-change is conducted.
As already reported in the 2017 and 2018 issues
(04I2017 and 04I2018) of 360°, the subsidiary FRS
Windcat Offshore Logistics (short: FWOL) was founded
in 2010 as part of the FRS Group and the Dutch CTV
operator Windcat Workboats, who is leading operator of
crew transfers to offshore wind parks. Just like the over
40 vessels of the Dutch partner, the three above
mentioned Windcats were previously sailing under
British flag with Fleetwood as port of registry. Only
Windcat 42 and Windcat 43 have been under German
flag since their keel laying in 2018. Currently, all vessels
lay in Rostock and Sassnitz; unfortunately, Flensburg
does not serve well as offshore service port since most
wind parks are too far away.

The reflagging of the “Windcat 34” in the port of Rostock
Another aspect of why to reflag to Germany is
concerned with the certificate of equivalency. This
particular certificate was previously required to be able
to sail in German waters as a foreign ship. Now, time
and costs can be saved because FWOL does not need
this certificate anymore. Also, the company gained an
advantage in the German market as opposed to foreign
fleets since it is becoming more difficult to even acquire
the certificate of equivalency. This is due to the fact that
the German Employer's Liability Insurance Association
(Berufsgenossenschaft) has strengthened the
inspection regulations, which, in turn, shields and
protects the market.

Why did FWOL decide to reflag their vessels?
Over the last decades, the number of ships sailing
under German flag has decreased dramatically due to
the ongoing shipping crisis, which was triggered by the
financial crisis in 2008. Only few German shipping
companies kept their vessels under German flag,
however, the majority shifted to foreign flags due to
financial and regulatory aspects. These aspects are
determined by the jurisdiction of the flag state and are
valid for the ship as well as for the personnel. For a
couple of years now, the German government has been
trying to counteract this trend and making it more
attractive to return to the German flag by introducing
different support and benefit actions.

In line with the above mentioned aspects, now, any kind
of inspections of the vessels are less complicated to
arrange. Naturally, every ship must be inspected on a
regular basis: when being under foreign flag, it is more
time-consuming and costly to set up time and meeting
points with the authorities of the German flag or even
with independent inspection companies. Now, these
procedures are much easier for FWOL due to local
proximity and direct contact. In addition to all these
aspects that consolidated the decision to reflag, it would
have been precarious to stay under the British flag
because of the insecurities caused by the Brexit.

Returning to the German flag is, among other factors,
especially attractive for FWOL due to an increasing
demand for high safety standards required by the
charterers. Many of FWOL’s charterers progressively
focus on high safety standards which the German flag
state is especially known for.

FRS – Fast Reliable Seaways
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registered into the new one, because a ship may at no
time be without a flag state. Subsequently, the required
certificates were issued (either interim or full term).
After the inspections, several follow-up tasks, such as
applying for unlimited certificates and adjusting the
safety equipment to German standards, were
conducted by Bettina Lauckner. Finally, we were
allowed to write the new port of registry Flensburg on
the stern of the ships.
To sum up – was it worth changing to German flag?
Yes, definitely. The company FRS Windcat Offshore
Logistics, consisting of the office team including Tim
Kunstmann, Frank Wiebe, Bettina Lauckner and Maike
Brenke, as well as the masters and decks hand on
board, benefits from potential tender advantages due to
increased safety regulations, from easier inspection
processes, and more direct contact to authorities as well
as local proximity.

“Windcat 35” pushing to the boat landing in a wind park

And what does it actually take to conduct a change
of flag?
Even though it sounds fairly easy to “change the flag”
as in taking it off the flagpole and raising another one,
there are months of preparation and discussions
beforehand. Mainly involved in the process were our
Operations Manager Frank Wiebe and our Maritime
Operations Assistant Bettina Lauckner. Preparations
included several applications at, for example, the BG
Verkehr, the Register of Shipping, the BSH (Federal
Maritime & Hydrographic Agency) and several other
authorities. In advance, important documentation, such
as for example mortgage documents, must be reviewed
by notaries of both countries.

Crew of “Windcat 28” and “Windcat 34” in Rostock right after
the reflagging

''Windcat 34" right after the change of flag

At the actual days of the change of flag, Frank Wiebe
was at site in Rostock to supervise and support during
the inspection. The inspection was conducted by two
representatives of the BG Verkehr. After 4-5 hours of
surveys, talking to the crew and checking of safety
equipment and the like, the vessel had to be deleted
from the old ship register and immediately being

FRS – Fast Reliable Seaways
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Marketing and Sales Manager
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History of Seafaring: Part 3

ideal to use near shores as well as Atlantic sails which
are excellent for fast travelling in the open sea. With all
of this versatility the ship class became the ideal
candidate for explorers. For example America was
discovered with the “Santa Maria”. Vasco da Gama
circumnavigated the Cape of Good Hope and reached
India with the “Santa Catarina do Monte Sinai”. Brazil
was discovered with the “Anunciaçã” and even the first
circumnavigation of the Earth was achieved with a
caravel. These are just some of the most prominent
explorations in which the adaptability of the caravel was
a critical factor for their success.

This article is the third part of a six part series on the
history of seafaring. The last part was about the middle
ages and can be found in FRS 360 Issue04. In this part
we will carry on with the changes brought onto seafaring
in the Age of Discovery.
Age of Discovery (1400 - 1800)
Unknown to most the Age of Discovery began in China.
A Chinese emperor invented a new ship class called the
“Junk”. These were huge ships with nine masts. At that
time these were the biggest vessels in the world. The
entire fleet consisted of over 1000 ships. From 1405
until 1433 the emperor made seven expeditions. They
discovered Java, Sumatra, Malaysia, Kambodscha,
Ceylon, India, the Persian Gulf, Aden, Jeddah and
Mombasa. If they had continued this route they would
surely be known as great explorers today but after the
death of the emperor his successor stopped all
expeditions in the pursuit of isolation from foreign
influence.

Reconstruction of the ship “Santa Maria”

The known world had grown drastically and the great
powers tried to profit from it as much as possible. In the
first colonies the natives were brutally exploited. At this
point the trade roots to the colonies were already
established therefore the manoeuvrability of the
caravels wasn’t a priority anymore because trade roots
are normally chosen on the grounds that they are
securely rooted and easy to transverse. A new ship
class was needed which could transport more goods
than a caravel thus the old principles of the cog were
harnessed into a new ship type named carrack. The
carrack had three or four masts and a big hull. This ship
design turned out to be one of the most influential in
history. The carrack was so significant that it became
the basic template for sailing ship designs in the next
few centuries. By the end of this era, most of the world
had already been discovered, but the battle for its
possession had only just begun.

“Junk” at the time of the Song Dynasty (13th century)

The advancements of the Chinese also influenced
European ship designs. The junk rig was adopted in
some ship designs and the advent of the magnetic
compass made navigation on the Atlantic feasible.
Besides the Chinese influences the caravel ship class
evolved into one of the most versatile sailing ship
classes ever drafted. This class was previously used by
the Arabs as fishing boats but after the Reconquista
Portugal adopted and improved the ship design. These
ships were small to medium sized and highly
manoeuvrable. It was designed with a shallow keel
therefore it could travel in shallow coastal waters.
Furthermore the vessel type carried lateen sails that are
FRS – Fast Reliable Seaways
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Japanese painting of a Portuguese black carrack in
Nagasaki, in the early 17th century

To be continued with: The Rise of the Steamships
In the next part the Industrial Revolution initiates the
beginning of the end of the Age of Sailing. We will look
into the rise of the steamship and the resulting downfall
of the sailing industry.
Written by
Malte Petersen
Bachelor Student of Business Informatics
FRS

FRS – Fast Reliable Seaways
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FRS Cares

The program is managed by a newly founded CSR
Committee (csr@frs.de) which includes four FRS
colleagues who are based in Flensburg:

At FRS, we have always embraced our responsibility as
a global ferry operator to face current and future
environmental challenges. But our story does not end
there.

Thekla Petersen, Director Human Resources
Jörg Erdtmann, Director Fleet Management

For us, a sustainable future encompasses more than
that and we are determined to approach our corporate
social responsibility (CSR) holistically.

Lukas Möller-Rönisch, Safety, Security & HSEQ
Manager
Ann-Christin Czekay, Head of Corporate Development

Constantly aiming at reducing our environmental
footprint is a given for us. Additionally, it is also our
aspiration to create a dynamic and safe working
environment for our teams and to build a relationship
with our customers and business associates that is
characterized by fairness and reliability.

Since its launch, the program has come to life through
the close collaboration with all FRS entities and their
input and ideas. It has allowed us to not only increase
the knowledge transfer among each other but also to
strengthen our internal and external communication
about CSR alike.

We achieve this through the constant improvement of
our services as well as through conducting our business
in accordance with the highest international standards.

If you like to learn more about FRS Cares and the
initiatives which have already been implemented, take
a look at our new website: csr.frs.world

Therefore, all our actions focus on responsible business
practices that are geared towards long-term and
sustainable strategies.

Written by
Ann-Christin Czekay
Head of Corporate Development
FRS

Since May 2019, we have taken even one step further
and officially launched our new program FRS Cares
which now combines all regional and global CSR
initiatives at FRS.

FRS – Fast Reliable Seaways
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Get to know Antonio Vares and Heinz
Lehnhard – the house technic team in
Flensburg

alarm goes on, I'll be right there. Furthermore, I have
also been a safety officer of FRS for three years, e.g. I
carry out ladder examinations. I also look at how things
are positioned in the office to make the workplace safer
so that you can work reasonably and without danger.”
What do you do in your spare time to take your mind off
work?
Antonio: “I enjoy the time with my wife and children. If
time permits, I go fishing in Denmark at the coast. I love
to do manual work. Engrave glasses and mill various
things out of wood. Some works are already here in the
company such as the banner “FRS Late Night" with
lighting and many engraved glasses. That's what I do to
relax.”
Heinz: “I do gardening work at home and go to handball
training. I am in the senior team of SG FlensburgHandewitt, which is one of the famous handball teams
in Germany. Sometimes I go to the theatre with my wife
and do everything else I need to do at home.”

Antonio Vares (left) and Heinz Lehnhard (right) in front of
the FRS headquarters.

Hello, Antonio and Heinz. Thank you so much for the
interview. First, please introduce yourselves.

What do you like most about your profession or job here
at FRS?

Antonio: “I am Antonio Vares and I come originally from
the island of Madeira (Portugal). I have been living in
Germany for 25 years now and live in Flensburg
together with my wife and my two children. I have been
working for the company for three and a half years. I'm
a house technician.”

Heinz: “Most? - It's all good!"
Antonio: “What I like is the atmosphere between the
colleagues. This is what I like most and what motivates
me to come to work every day. Besides, I enjoy the
variety of work. You don't do the same thing every day,
you always do something new. One day you do one
thing, the other day you handle another. There is a
different surprise every day. Besides, I also enjoy
“kidding" with you from time to time.”

Heinz: “Heinz Lehnhard, I come from Flensburg and I
have been with the company since July 2019. I'm here,
how am I supposed to say it, janitor's assistant, and
that's all.”
What exactly are your duties at FRS?
Heinz: “Everything that accrues!"
Antonio: “These are, for example, minor repairs,
painting work, picking up and distributing the mail.
Actually all manual tasks.”
Heinz: “Little things and everything that is needed. If a
sink breaks down, the gas system in the water
dispenser has to be replaced, or the coffee machine
needs maintenance, we'll do it.”
Antonio: “We also drive a lot of people to the airport
and the ferries from time to time. I also take care of the
alarm system. Many people don't even know that. If the

FRS – Fast Reliable Seaways
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Heinz: “I just need balance. So that I don't sit too much
at home, I have to do something. Coincidentally Antonio
is my neighbour, he asked me if I wouldn't like to help
him a little at FRS. And since I was looking for a job for
the day anyway, I decided to start with FRS. I don't
regret it at all, because everything is just fine here. Good
working atmosphere and no problems.”

Heinz: “Health is the most important thing! I'm going to
travel with my wife on a ship soon. We spend every two
or three years on holiday in Greece or Turkey. If time
permits, we travel a lot and in the future we would like
to travel the world further. In old age, that's the best
thing.”
Thank you Antonio and thank you Heinz, it was very
interesting to learn so many exciting things about you.

Do you remember any special situations or moments
that you have experienced at FRS and can't forget?

Antonio: “I would like to take this opportunity to simply
say thank you to all colleagues and management. I
would like to thank you all for the trust you have placed
in me and hope that we will continue to work together
well.”

Antonio: “The snow and the flooding were the worst in
2018, it was really heavy. I'll never forget that. Because
it was so windy and it kept snowing, I started shovelling
snow early in the morning and was often not even ready
at 8:00 a.m., when the employees came to work.
Another experience I still remember well was on a day
when it snowed really hard. I was supposed to pick
people up at the airport. Mr. Baumberger came to me
and said: “Here you have the keys to my car. In this
snow, you will drive with my car to the airport and with
no other. This is the safest way, because the car has a
four-wheel drive.” That was very special for me and at
the same time I was very proud.”
Heinz: “I can't say much yet. Everything's fine so far.”
Which ship/route would you like to visit and why?

The lawn mower disguise as ''Syltferry", made by Antonio

Antonio: “I would like to visit FRS Helgoline. I was
already aboard the catamaran “Halunder Jet” but I
would like to ride along and experience this tour. I want
to see how the catamaran sails and visit the island at
the same time. I've never been to Heligoland before.”

This interview was conducted on the 13th November
2019 by
Niklas Christiansen
Apprentice & Bachelor Student of Business
Administration
FRS

Heinz: “That would be a good thing. We already had
that in mind this year, but it was too windy and the
vessel could not drive up to the jetty. Too much storm
and finally the tour was cancelled. It would be really
great, if this worked out in the future.”
What are your plans for the future?
Antonio: “I hope that I will stay at FRS for a long time,
that the working atmosphere between colleagues will
remain the same and that I will continue to enjoy my
work as before. Perhaps a little travel with my wife and
with my children to Portugal. I don't have big goals. My
most important goal is to stay healthy and in the
company as long as possible. This is my desire.”
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FRS Riddle

Which vessel of the FRS fleet are we looking for?
The FRS 360° team wishes you a lot of fun solving the FRS
Riddle!

Check here if you
guessed right:
https://360.frs.world/riddle/2020-01

We are looking forward to any news,
information or press releases of your entity that may
concern or be of interest to the employees of FRS.
Please send your material to
360@frs.world
We thank you in advance!

